


this topic is personal





What are the ways of working and relating 
that can help us have greater impact? 







the next hour

The "Mess" and Why it 
Matters 

1

Change, Transformation, and 
Shi�s

2

Facilitation with a Capital 
"F"

3

Orientations & Invitations4

Dancing in the Center of 
Change

5

Twice you will be invited to get out of your chair
Two short breakout sessions



Ready



The "Mess" We're In











The "Wild"



“All Life is interrelated. We are all caught 
in an inescapable network of mutuality, 

tied in a single garment of destiny. 
Whatever affects one directly, affects all 

indirectly.” -- Martin Luther King Jr.

































In what ways do you feel the 
expectations of being like a machine?

















Changes, Transformations, & Shi�s



If we focus change
on problem solving,
we run into trouble





“To define is to isolate, to separate some complex of 
forms from the stream of Life and say, ‘This is I.’’ . . . 

Thus [s]/he begins to feel, like the word, separate and 
static, as over against the real, fluid world of 

Nature.” -- Alan Watts 













Moving with the Dynamics of Life

MACHINE LIFE
Predictable Unpredictable

Controllable Uncontrollable

Fixable Wild

Dispensable Interdependent

Knowable through analysis Dynamic

Knowable by its parts Interconnected

Understood as object Emergent through relationships



"Only that which can change can continue." 
-- James Carse



50 to 400 billion cells in your body die each day





We are change



This should be 
easy then, right?



Not when pretending
we're machines



Change without consent
is o�en violence

(and ultimately ineffective)



"I need you to . . ."



Invitation





Transformation may be what we want





The Adjacent Possible





Transformation is a process



Shi�s



Without a blueprint or a plan, how 
do I know if a shi� is beneficial?



We experiment



Why not goals & objectives?



 Goals can create blinders



Goals & objectives 
can be useful:

For establishing beneficial habits

When updated regularly

When aligned with something bigger and 
more intrinsically motivating



Horizons







Rhythms & Cycles



In turning our attention to 
shi�s, cycles, rhythms, and 

horizons, we

move more with Nature 
rather than like a machine

shorter term plans with 
bigger visions

open the need for new 
roles



Facilitation with a Capital "F"







Facilitation
“to make easy”

(though it's rarely easy)



Facilitating in Action

CURRENT
CONDITIONS

STRUCTURES

ACTIONS CHOICES

FORCES

PEOPLE

DYNAMICS













Great Facilitation

4 Understanding of power dynamics

5 Un-self consciousness

1 Nervous System Regulation

2 Presence

3 Divergences with purpose



What are you facilitating?
What would you love to be facilitating?



Orientations & Invitations



How do I co-create
a better world?
Better workplace?
Better relationships?



What if Facilitation
is about tending
Life?



Facilitating in Action

CURRENT 
CONDITIONS

STRUCTURES

ACTIONS

CHOICES

IDEAS

FORCES

PEOPLE

DYNAMICS



“Life creates conditions conducive to 
Life.”  -- Janine Benyus 



Feel the feels



Be IN the experience



“Befriending our experience—by making space for 
what is, along with all our feelings about it—is what 

facilitates movement. It allows the desire for change to 
arise as a natural expression of caring for ourselves—
as a holy longing—rather than a crusade against our 

feelings.”  
-- John Welwood











BE yourself



Dancing in the Center of Change



What if you didn't have 
to strive so much?



Facilitating You

CURRENT 
CONDITIONS

RELATIONSHIPS

ACTIONS

LIMITATIONS

DESIRES

FORCES

NEEDS

POSSIBILITIES





“With-nessing: The burden of change 
is not human; it is not up to us.”  

-- Bayo Akomolafe





Ready



“There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening 
that is translated through you into action, and because 
there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is 
unique. And if you block it, it will never exist through 

any other medium and it will be lost. The world will not 
have it. It is not your business to determine how good 
it is nor how valuable nor how it compares with other 
expressions. It is your business to keep it yours clearly 

and directly, to keep the channel open. You do not even 
have to believe in yourself or your work. You have to 

keep yourself open and aware.” 
-- Martha Graham 
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